Introduction
A good overall introduction to the many aspects of this subject can be found in Holsinger's work on PMQ's1. The initial interest in our lab was the possibility of compact, high gradient, high quality quadrupoles that could be used in the high solenoidal fields of particle detectors without seriously perturbing either the solenoid or the quads. The advantages of high coercive force permanent magnets over superconducting or conventional, iron-dominated magnets for such applications are obvious. However, because these kinds of magnets had only recently come under development, it was decided to build and study a 20 cm long prototype with a nominal gradient of 100 T/m at a bore radius of Rb=1.05 cm. If sufficient strength and field quality could be achieved for the required apertures, one would have all the necessary tools for an optimal design of low beta insertions and also an optimal way to upgrade existing rings like PEP and SPEAR as well as the SLC final focus.
The techniques for a tunable, low beta insertion can also be carried over to the cells. The situation is straightforward for sufficiently low, fixed energy rings whose advantages and industrial potential were discussed in the last conference2. We 
where AJ is the average current density and e(_ T = > 1) is the aspect ratio of the coils. For any chosen gradient, there will be a limiting radius (b) which depends on the quad design i.e. coil geometry, material and packing fraction. The relationship between these parameters, for elliptical coils, iss:
Bmaz(T) 
Assembly Procedure and Results
The prototype proved to be an unredeemable disaster for several reasons e.g. tolerances were essentially determined by the block manufacturers who neither guaranteed nor complied with them due to inability to measure easy-axis angles. Bids were made on a 'best effort" basis implied to be ±30 which measurement later showed to be as high as ±100 for some manufacturers. Thus, a single block could cause harmonic errors in all of the low-lying harmonics of a percent or more in an otherwise perfect layer. Table I gives some two-dimensional calculations for this and a number of other errors and multipole types based on the same block shape shown in fig.2 . Because the properties of the multipoles shown in Fig. 2 are determined by the characteristics of the single block and how well it can be positioned relative to the others, it was decided not to vary the R1,j of the blocks, because they could be very accurately positioned about a precision mandrel. Having traced the discrepancies between predictions and measurements to large block errors we then began interacting with manufacturer's to obtain precise measurements of the easyaxis angles(transverse and longitudinal relative to the desired B, direction) just as for B,. The results of this work and how we use such measurements will be discussed in detail in a joint report6. We believe it is now possible to achieve measurements with errors of S ±0.1O for the easy axis and ±0.2% for B,. so IGVI golden rule for any magnet type is: maintain basic multipole symmetry whenever possible. Figure 4 demonstrates this for two blocks with large but identical errors.
Defining the integral strength of the REPMM'S in Fig.2 Fig. 2 where B, -= 9250 G and ai is the easy-axis angle of block i and 0i is its location. 
